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REMES ON APPROXIMATION 

On Methods for Obtaining the Best Approximation of Functions, in the Sense of 
Tchebycheff. By E. Remes (in the Ukrainian language). Mathematical Institute of 
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kieff, 1935. i-f-159 pp. 
This is one of a series of mathematical monographs being published in Soviet 

Russia. Its main object is the study of polynomial—more particularly, "best" 
polynomial, in the sense of Tchebycheff—approximation of various classes of func
tions. Considerable space is devoted to functions of several variables—a fertile field 
awaiting further cultivation. Following the general utilitarian tendencies of science 
in Soviet Russia, the theoretical discussion is in places rather condensed. To com
pensate, methods are developed for the actual computation of the approximating 
polynomials, which are applied to concrete examples, the error involved being also 
given. Thus the methods and results are made usable in engineering practice. 

The book is divided into two parts. Part I deals with problems in the theory of 
approximation which admit solutions in a closed form. It consists of the following 
five sections: §1. Approximate representation of a function ƒ(*, y, • • • , v) defined in 
a certain region, by means of linear functions #i = ao+ai*+ • • • or functions of the 
type02=ao+«i#+ • • • +«i,2^3'+ • • • +«i,2. '-xy • • • v (choice of the above param
eters, relative and absolute error). Application to harmonic, sub- and super-har
monic functions (A2f=d2f/dx2+ • • • +d2f/dv2=0, ^ 0 , ^ 0 in a certain region). 
Special consideration is given to Tchebycheff's Map-Problem which essentially re
duces to the following one: Find a harmonic function $(*, y) with the least possible 
deviation from ƒ(*, y)—2/(ex-{-e~x) in a certain region bounded by a continuous 
contour C. Show that $(*, y) differs by a constant from that harmonic function 
which on C takes on values given by the above ƒ(*, y). §§2, 3. Approximate repre
sentation of functions w defined by equations of the type wp = ap+y>+ • • • -\-vp, 
that is, 

(*' + yp + • • • + vP)VP ^ ax + fty + • • • + KV. 

The case p — 2 deserves—and receives—special consideration. In fact, this is the 
celebrated Poncelet problem: Find the best possible linear approximation for 
(x2±y2yt*, (x2+y2+z2)ll2\ more generally, for (*? + • • • +*n )1/2. It was this prob
lem which in the masterly hands of Tchebycheff became the cornerstone of the theory 
of best approximation. The book deals with this problem in §§2 and 3, analytically 
and geometrically, for »=»1, 2, • • • , 10. A few results follow, as an illustration. 

(*ï + xl)m = .960*1 + .398*2, within 4%, 
(*î + *2 + *a)1/2 = .940*i + .328*2 + .299*3, within 6%, 

*! ^ *2 ^ • • • ^ *io ^ 0. 

(1 + 3;2)1/2 S .955 + A14y, absolute error < .045, 1 ^ y ^ z ^ 0. 
(1 + y2 + 22)1/2 = .926 + .414? + .318s, absolute error < .074. 

§4. Linear approximations for algebraic rational fractions and irrational functions. 
Application is then made to differential equations (illustration: dy/dx = xlf2+ylf2). 
The relation of the above considerations is shown—rather sketchily—to Bernoulli's 
method for obtaining that root of an algebraic equation whose modulus is largest. 
The formulas given in §2 are further applied to Graeffe's method for solving algebraic 
equations. This is developed with more details and computations. §5. The best ap-


